The surgery obstruction a^{f, b) e Ljn^X)) of an n-dimensional degree 1 normal map {f,b): M -* X (in the sense of Browder [1] and Wall [7] ) was formulated in [6] as the quadratic Poincare cobordism class of a pair (C, i/>) consisting of an n-dimensional Zln^Xyi-modute chain complex C and a chain level quadratic structure ijj inducing In the case d = 1 we no longer requirê ) * ( P M ) = Px En l+k {T{v x ))> as we did in the definition of a degree 1 normal map in [6] .
The algebraic theory of surgery of [6] is here used to provide such an expression, describing the pair (C, ij/) in terms of similar pairs {C h i/^,) which are associated to (f h bi). For the sake of simplicity we shall be working with the oriented case-the unoriented case is exactly the same, but with more complicated terminology.
I should like to thank Julius Shaneson and William Browder for conversations which stimulated my interest in this question.
As in [6] we shall actually be working with normal maps of geometric Poincare complexes. Some care must be exercised about the precise definition of such normal maps (cf. Brumfiel and Milgram [4] , for one possible definition).
A 
and similarly for p x .
In the case d = 1 we no longer requirê ) * ( P M ) = Px En l+k {T{v x ))> as we did in the definition of a degree 1 normal map in [6] .
A spherical generator p x € n n+k (T(v x )) for the Thorn space T(v x ) of a (k -1)-spherical Spivak normal fibration v x : X -> BSG(k) of an n-dimensional geometric Poincare complex X determines an S-duality map with X+ = X u {pt.} and A induced by the diagonal map. If X is a covering of X with group of covering translations n then according to [6] there is defined also a 7r-equivariant S-duality ("S7i-duality") map with v*: X -> X ^ BSG{k) and X+A n T(v R ) the quotient of X + A T(V^) by the diagonal 71-action.
The chain Umkehr of an n-dimensional degree d normal map {f,b)\ M -> X is the composite Z[7i 1 (A r )]-module chain map (defined up to chain homotopy)
with X the universal cover of X, M the cover of M induced from X by/, and
The chain Umkehr is such that there is defined a chain homotopy commutative diagram
C(X)
The homotopy As in [6] call the induced abelian group morphisms
the quadratic construction. quadratic property of the quadratic construction \J/, which is an easy consequence of its construction.
LEMMA. Given a group n, spaces with n-action X, Y t and stable n-equivariant maps f): Z C O X + -• Z co (l^) + ( l < i^ N) track addition defines a stable n-equivariant map i=l
The quadratic construction on F is given by
= © Qn(c(Yd) e with j | : C(X) -> C(Y^) the Z[n]-module chain map induced by F h and A:H n (X/n)-+H n (C(X)® 1[n] C(X)) the map induced by a n-equivariant diagonal chain approximation A:C{X)->C{X)® E C{X).
The disjoint union of n-dimensional degree d t normal maps {f h fy):
with the same Spivak normal structure 
under the abelian group morphism
In [6] there were also considered the symmetric L-groups E(n) (n ^ 0) of a group n, and the symmetric signature invariant e*{X) e Ii which was used by Browder and Livesay [3] to define a desuspension invariant for fixed point free involutions on spheres, and which more recently has been studied by Brumfiel and Milgram [4] . In general, ajjp \J 1, b u 1) # o*{X, p), as has already been shown in the Arf invariant case in Proposition 5.3.1 of [4] . The Poincare transversality obstruction for a double cover p: X -> X of a (4/c •+-2)-dimensional geometric Poincare complex X obtained by Hambleton and Milgram [8] is the Arf invariant given by the image of a m (X t p) in L 4fc + 2 (1) = 2 2 .
